Senior MRI Physicist - Scientist

Advanced MRI Technologies, Inc. (AMRIT) is a Bay Area leader in MRI research seeking highly talented MRI scientists to create cutting edge imaging. The research taking place at the company currently is to find new ways of improving existing MRI imaging technology as well as conducting MRI-based experiments leading to breakthroughs in the field of neuroscience.

AMRIT seeks a driven and experienced MRI scientist to join our team in Berkeley. We envision this person as an excellent pulse sequence program and or ICE image reconstruction programmer on Siemens scanner platform.

**REQUIREMENTS:**

- PhD or MS degree
- More than 4 year of general MRI physics and MR sequence programming experience
- Excellent personal interaction skills.

**PRIMARY DUTIES**

- Projects currently in areas of ASL, BOLD, VASO, Phase Contrast, 4D Flow.
- Sequence development areas in simultaneous multi-slice and multi-volume (SMS, SMV) EPI, GRASE, 3D and 2D and cine sequences.
- Scanners: Skyra, Trio, 7T magnetom.
- This position is full time with salary consistent with experience.
- Competitive salary and benefits package.

Respond with C.V., cover letter, and potential names of references:

David.Feinberg@advancedmri.com